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Svend RObinson, meet Douglas 
by Glen Nazard 
''Three majot: issues I am 
facing as a member of parl-
iament at the time are;. unem-
ployment, the removal of soc-
ial programs in Canada and 
Canada's role in disarmam-
ent," said Burnaby MLA 
Svend Robinson in a speech 
held on Thursday February 
18. 
Robinson, who was invited to 
speak at the college by the 
Humanities Department elab-
orated upon his role as a mem-
ber of Parliament before appr-
oximately one hundred stu-
dents in the lecture theatre. In 
his one hour speech Robinson 
went on to discuss the current 
economic slump. 
may be tightly regulated. 
Robinson placed himself in a 
controversial position most re-
cently when ·he made some 
comments regarding the read-
justment of prostitution and 
narcotics laws on the Webster 
show. Robinson stated that 
some laws are antiquated and 
should be altered to better 
meet the changing needs of 
society. Robinson was sub-
sequently replaced as justice 
critic by party leader Ed 
Broadbent. 
Upon the subject of perse-
cution of homosexuals in the 
army Robinson stated ''It is 
unacceptable to think that 
what people do in the privacy 
of their own bedrooms should 
decide eligibility in the Canad-
ian army or affect their lives in 
any other way." 
to broaden a Canadian pers-
pective. We are not being cha-
llenged by our political leaders 
and thus we are losing our 
ability to see a purpose in 
·iety. . 
· Regarding Canada's recov-
ery from its' current economic 
slump, Robinson said that the 
development of secondary 
manufacturing in Canada 
would keep our resources at 
home and provide new emp-
loyment possibilities. 
. In supporting a very progres-
:~ sive income tax system in 
~ Canada Robinson said that 
~ "We should restructure tax· 
:::;;: ation so as to provide a more 
~ equitable income tax system 
c'l in this country. Wealthy pet 
.,. ople should pay a fair share of 
~income tax. Far too many 
~ h1gh wage earners do not pay 
~income tax." 
''The pursuit of greed is mor-
ally wrong," stated Robinson. 
"We are wedded to a system 
where we must squeeze as 
much as possible to survive. 
The people of Canada must 
own the means of production if 
there is any hope for re-
covery.'' Robinson further sta-
ted that he felt the Canadian 
hankins system has failed 
"exorb1antly" and that is 
should be placed under public 
·?wnership so that its' profits 
''The allowance of Cruise 
missile testing in Cold Lake, 
,Alberta 1s merely a step to-
wards furthering American 
lnuclear weapon technology,'' 
Robinson said. He felt that by 
allowing the U.S. to use our 
soil to test their Cruise Missile 
it might be a step towards 
allowing the testing of the new 
"Stealth" technology on our 
soil. When asked how the U.S. 
-sve~J RobiniOn-Ga;;friil:e.ft Concerning education cut-backs Robinson said that by 
limiting the enrollment of stu-
dents through the removal of 
programs or by raising tuition 
fees, post secondary institut· 
ions would become "bastions 
of elitism". 
may be manipulating Canada 
into allowing the testing to 
take place, Robinson ans-
wered that he wasn' t sure but 
that he knew that during a 
meeting between the Amer-
ican Ambassador to Canada, 
Paul Robinson, and some Parl-
iamentary interns the Ambas-
Demonstration Draws 300 
by Nancy Powell 
''People are sick and fucking 
tired of having governments 
toying with the future of the 
entire fucking human race!' ' 
This was the reaction of one 
demonstrator during the rally 
against the cruise missile at 
Robson Square last Saturday. 
More than 300 people sang 
anti-cruise songs, watched 
anti-cruise skits, and called for 
a ban on nuclear weapons 
testing. 
"there was lots of enthus-
iasm" said one wet women. 
"The rain didn' t slow things 
down as much as one would. 
expect.'' Organizer Cindy 
Shore said the rally would" 
have gone on much longer if it, 
hadn' t rained. 
But the demonstration was 
still a success . There was lots 
of spirit and the people there 
w~re interested in getting 
some results. _ 
Unfortunately nobody from 
the government showed up, 
only concerned world citizens. 
sador said the "We have ways 
of helping you to change your 
mind.' ' 
Governments in Canada in 
_the past, Robinson felt have 
had an absence of vision con-
cerning Canada's possibilities 
and have been somewhat nar-
row minded in their attempts 
Robinson said that we should 
be challenged to accept moral-
ity. ''We can change the world 
today." 
Womens Centre Hit 
VANCOUVER (CUP) A sec-
ond campus women's centre 
has been vandalized but this 
time on the West Coast. 
The University of B.C. 
women's centre is the most 
recent victim, as unknown 
vandals broke into it Feb. 12 
and did minor damage to the 
interior. Police say they will 
not investigate. 
A similar incident occured 
at the University of Saskatch-
ewan women's centre last 
month. Damage included ant· 
female graffiti on the walls, 
urine on the tables and mutil· 
a ted photos on the floor . 
"Fuclc me, I love it," was 
.>crawled on the chest of a day-
care doll left lying on the floor, 
and a copy of the Engineering 
student's newspaper the Red 
Eye was left on the couch. 
At UBC, a jar of coffee and 
leaflets were spread all over 
the floor, and the telephone 
handle was torn off. 
' 'The (Student Union Buil-
ding) proctor said it wasn't 
serious enough to call the 
RCMP,'' said Mary Anne Lee, 
the member of the women's 
centre collective who dis-
covered the damage. 
"I was really angry, " she 
said. ''I felt like somebody had 
vandalized my place. " 
She said the centre main-
tains the policy of keeping the 
door unlocked as often as pos-
sible. 
SS General Meeting 
On Feb.24, the Student So- Student Society will be ans-
ciety will be having its' annual wered at this time. The Stu-
~eneral meeting. Any quest- dent Society will be ammend-
lons students may have re- ing its' constitution at this 
garding the ope,tation olf the vears' meeting. 
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Other College 
ADVERTISEMENT 
"What's that ya sayin' son? Speak 
louder. . . I can't hear ya. A party? 
Where? For what?" 
Listen old man, I'm telling you 
that the College Place is having a 
birthday party and all the senior 
folds from New Westminster are 
invited . Yes, that includes you and 
yourfreinds too. So I'm going 
around telling everyone about it . 
It's happening on March 14th, the 
third anniversary of the opening of 
the College Place. There is going to 
be free cake, lots of entertainment 
and free stuff . · 
No I can't tell you what free stuff, 
you'll have to board the bus to the 
College Place, the morning of the 
party, provided by Mr. R~ dark 
from Carling O'Keafs to fmd out. 
The young folks will have their 
own party that evening with the 
Penthouse-Pet of the Year arriving, 
fully clothed, in a Lirnosine. 
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NITE 
New Westminsters only live Rock Club. 
Featuring the top bands in Western Canada. 
Come in and see 6 
Our '-) 
Wide Variety of Candies '/ 
• CAROB AND CHOCOLATE 
NOVEL TIES • CARAMELS 
• FUDGE • GUMS 
• HARDCANDIES • NUTS AND 
MIXES 
PHONE 522·0955 
No charge Monday thru Thursday special event 
nights. MONDAY - Inflation fighter night 
(to help those recession blues 
TUESDAY - Sweet Dreams contest 
WENDSDA Y - Guest artist night 
THlJRSDA Y - Ladies night Vi '' (no men ti1110pm\£:eek'' 
,,1nis ''Ne t Trama Foot Lucy 
57 Blackie St. New Westminster 
(behind the Old Spaghetti Factory) 
Phone:522-0011 . 
Hours: 7:00pm - 2:00am Monday thru Saturday 
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Gays Assaulted 
Julie Steele of Financial Aid 
The early bird gets the "WOrlll 
by Sean V a/entini 
If you are intending to apply 
for student aid next year you 
~ould be prepared to apply in e April so as to avoid some the problems encountered s year, says Financial Aid's lie Steele . 
1 Loan/Grant applications for 
the 83/84 academic year are 
expected to arrive at the end 
of April, at which time Steele 
will be conducting sessions ex-
plaining the procedure stu-
dents should follow to comp-
lete the forms as well as point-
ing out the areas to be extra 
careful with. 
Occasional problems have 
occured in the area of docu-
mentation of assets and ex-
penses. If for example the 
Black Book value of your auto-
mobile is higher than its actual 
value, appraisal from two auto 
dealers is recommended . 
Automobiles listed over 
$3,200.00 could mean a deduc-
tion in your request. Docu-
mentation of child support, 
daycare or medical and dental 
premiums should be supplied 
as well. 
The 30 per cent increase in 
~plications, coupled with vol-tary one month lay off that e personal and student serv-es took had a predictable feet on Financial Aids' 
;
bility to process forms. Steele 
ays that those applying be-
ore the July 1st deadline 
should receive their 
_loan/ grants by September. 
When completing the pre 
term portion of your applica-
tion it is recommended that 
you estimate your _expected 
earnings from summer em-
ployment. If you are uable to 
obtain a job in the summer you 
can fill out a reassesment form 
in September and you will still 
receive funds from your initial 
application to pay tuition· etc. · 
So beat the rush, apply early. 
It will save you and Financial 
Aid a lot of headaches. 
Last Fal~s Budget Reviewed 
by Glen Nazaruk 
The fall1982 budget synopsis . In die fall of 1982, $10,750.00 penses to go to the National 
shows that the Student Society was allocated towards office Conference this fall, part of 
is under budget to the amount administration and expenses. which would go towards travel 
of $9,379.00 This amount re- $10,512.00 was actually spent. costs ·and delegates fees. The 
presents the excess capital The Student Society offers a Student Society actually spent 
that is available to the Student $250.00 scholarship each sem- $1,700.00 on this semesters' 
Society after it has fulfuled all ester to a needy student who is conference, resulting in a 
of its' budget obligations, and chosen through applications $600.00 over-expenditure in 
includes a $3,500.00 carry- from the student body. this area. · 
over which will be used to The Student Society allocated Various activities such as pub 
operate the Student Society $1,500.00 to clubs and assoc- nights and Student Society 
during the summer months iations last semester. Only sponsored events cost the 
plus $1,000.00 slated for intra- $500.00 was actually spent. Society $13,00.00 last sem-
murals. The move to the new campus ester, but brought in 
Students pay between $6.~0 hampered the planning of any ' $8,600.00 in revenue. 
and $19.00 per semester tn clubs or associations last sem- $7,000.00 was allocated to 
student fees . These fees are ester. The Student Society cover these expenses last sem-
used at the. discretior;t ?f the must encourage more student ester, leaving an excess 
Student Soctety, and tt ts the involvement on campus. An amount of $2 ,700.00 
responsibility of the Student over-allocation in this area of Some of the items the Stu-
Society t? use these f~nds in $1000.00 may relfect an in- dent sponsors include the use 
ways whtch best servtce the ability of the Student Society of the local YM-YWCA, Fare 
students . to comply with the needs of Cards for bus transit, Travel 
The Student Society allocates the students. Cuts service and the Youth-
its ' funds on a yearly basis Most student organizations saver discount card, both of 
when it formulates its budget in Canada are part of the Can- which are sponsored nation-
in September. Budget allocat- adian Federation of Students , wide, and various intramural 
ions give the Student Society a national support organ- events and clubs . 
some idea of restrictions on ization comprised of various The Student Society ·has, in 
the amount of money it can student bodies in Canada. the past, purchased various 
spend in each area. Hopefully, National Conferences are held .pieces of equipment for the 
at the end of each . semester twice yearly in alternate reg- college, the most recent exam-
these allocattons will closely ions of Canada. In the fall of pie being a recording device to 
reflect what has actually ~een 1982, the Student Society allo- be used by blind students in 
.).~e.~~ .~Y . t~~..J.~de.n~. Soc~~~·. . ·~~t;? ~h-~09,0?-/~.· .. ~~Y.~:f. .-5~:·:~~-~._1~~{~,,· . .-.· .. ·:.· ..... : ... ·.-.·.:. 
Montreal (CUP) Violent 
homophobia has erupted 
again at Bishop's University in 
Lennoxville, Quebec, follow-
. ing the Feb. 11 publication of 
a gay and lesbian supplement 
in the student newspaper. 
Three students, two of whom 
worked on the supplement for 
the student newspaper, "The 
Campus", received hate let-
ters threatening to "squash 
the queers and faggots ." 
About 500 "Campus" issues 
were stolen from the news-
paper's office. 
The supplement was co-
ordinated by ''Campus'' staff 
member Daron Westman, who 
is also involved with local gay 
groups. He was beaten up 
Feb. 13 by three unidentified 
men, including one who hit 
Westman with a hockey stick. 
Westman saw only two of his 
attackers . Both were dis-
guised in ski masks. They 
gave Westman a sprained 
wrist and a cut above the left 
eye. 
An unidentified person or 
persons sent Westman, 
"Campus" Editor Bob Palmer 
and his girlfriend Stephanie 
Lindeburg hate letters Feb.14, 
threatening to break Westman 
and Palmer's legs and to rape 
Lindeburg. Lindeburg did not 
work on the supplement and is 
not a "Campus" staffer. 
All three were shocked by the 
extremely personal, violent 
tone of the unsigned letters . 
"!didn't see anything (in the 
issue) to get people upset,' 
said Lindeburg. The four-page 
supplement included a poem 
describing violent attacks 
against gays, stories on the 
daily experiences and att-
itudes faced by gays and les-
bians and a history of the stru-
ggle for official recognition ot 
the Bishop's Gay Students' 
alliance. 
"I expected hate letters, but 
ones that we could have pub-
lished," said Palmer. 
Westman, who the supp-
lement described as "still the 
only openly gay person on 
campus,'' was assaulted three 
times last year in Lennoxville. 
But he didn't expect any vio-
lence this time -- just nasty 
"I was thinking thin~s had 
improved. I guess Btshop's 
hasn't improved in the four 
years I've been here," he 
said. "It's hard to believe this 
is 1983." 
Violent expressions of homo-
phobia are nothing new at 
Bishop's. In October 1979, 
Westman was beaten up after 
he tried to establish a gay 
group .. t Bishop's . Tbe assault 
scared off potential members 
and the violent homophobic 
atmosphere made it difficult 
for gays and lesbians to be-
come visible, according to 
Westman. 
In 1980, the student hand-
book, edited by Westman, was 
seized by the administration 
because of its allegedly taste-
less pro-gay bias. It was later 
distributed with a student 
council disclaimer apologizing 
for any tasteless copy or 
graphics . 
Some 75 students, however, 
took matters into their own 
hands and burned more than 
100 copies of the handbook. 
' 'The (university) atmos-
phere is not very welcoming, it 
is very fearful," said Wt>st-
man . ''It (the university) is 
very conservative and tt ' s 
worse because it's so small. 
There's a great deal of pres-
sure to conform." 
The latest assault against 
Westman is being investi-
gatged by campus security. 
Westman is debating whether 
he should enlist the help of 
Lennoxville police. In'the past, 
he has found them to be un-
caring and unco-operative. 
The university has not been 
very supportive either, accord-
ing to Westman. 
''The principal is not tre-
mendously sympathetic about 
the gay community. My im-
pression is that he's not overly 
concerned," he said. 
A special gay and lesbian is-
sue of the Concordia Univer-
sity newspaper provoked a 
similar reaction in November. 
Three contributors received 
violent threats and about 
5,000 copies of that issue were 
destroyed. 
No one has been found re-
sponsible yet . 
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New West Five ... 
guilty until proven innocent? 
jan. 20183, 10 A.M., a brood-
ing West Coast morning. A 
btown pickup is heading north 
from Vancouver on the rugged 
Squamish Highway. Inside the 
front are two women and a 
man, in back under a canopy 
are two men. On an isolated, 
curving section of the road the 
pickup is flagged down by a 
''Dept. of Highways road 
crew. '' A large Highways 
dump truck is blocking the 
road, but all is apparently 
routinfl':" just an9ther small 
rock slide. 
As the pickup stops, another 
dump truck pulls in from be-
hind. Instantaneously, the 
doors of the pickup are flung 
open by the "road crew" and 
the three people inside are for-
ced to the ground with guns to 
their heads. At the same time, 
the canopy is charged, the 
back window smashed in, and 
a powerful blast of CS tear gas 
is power shot inside. 
The two men scramble for 
fresh air and find a dozen wea-
pons trained on them. They 
suTTender and are dragged 
through the broken window to 
the wet pavement and hand-
cuffed. SWAT personnel are 
still pouring from the dump 
truck and from a Hydro van 
parked nearby. Wean'ng fully-
camouflaged combat fatigues, 
bullet-resistant vests and gas 
masks, and attmed with CAR-
15 assault rifles and not shot-
guns, they look like soldiers. 
As the situation stabilizes, 
more fully-combat outfitted 
police begin to appear from 
the bushes and rocky hills at 
both sides of the road. More 
firepower, abundant overkill, 
capitaltsm 's domesttc com-
mandos. Five people are ar-
rested and charged with cn'm-
inal activittes resultt'ng from 
alleged membership in an an-
archtst actt'on group. 
will the real terrorists p ease sta,n up :~~}.~~Tho:~~=:;~~~ 
Five Va~c~mver\People are surv~illance and harrassment the police and Crown (pros- ing of three Red Hot Video the arrests the front-page 
now awamng tnal on more of fnends of the defendants, ecution) have been employing porn outlets in Vancouver sub- heac;Uines were secreaming, 
th~ a dozen charges, e~ch and of activists from Van- time-tested techniques - urbs; conspiracy to bomb an "roundup nets anarchist cell, 
artst~g from an alleged ser~es couver to Toronto, the author- rumour, speculation, innu- oil exploration icebreaker and press reports, quoting no 
of ~gh-proftle urba_n guerilla ities clearly see the possibility endo, bald-faced lies - to at- under construction in Van- one in particular, declared the 
~cuons undertaken 10 Cana~a for the political show trial on a tempt to implant in the minds couver and the Canadian ''group is one of a number of 
10 1982 and supposedly 10 scale absent from Canada of the public the spectre of an Forces base at Cold Lake, loosely-knit anarchist cells 
planning for 1983. since the days of the urban "anarchist" terror conspiracy Alta., where the Cruise with connections across Can-
Wh.ether they can get a fair guerilla Front de Liberation du composed of a network of missile is slated for testing; ada." One radio station, ob-
hear10g on the. charges- even Quebec a decade ago. "cells" across Canada bent possession of restricted ftre- viosly infected with the en-
by the ~~tab~s~e~t's ov.:n The trial itself could last six on a rampage of destruction. arms and explosives; and con- thusiasm of the day, told. its 
rules _of J~Sttce -. ts noy.- 10 months once it gets started - Never mind that the defend- spiracy to rob a Brinks truck. listeners that an "eight month 
quest10n, gtven the 1_ntens1v~ly possibly in late spring or next ants have said they do not Conviction on some or all of campaign of bombing across 
~rche.strated campat~n of vd- fall. The authorities have told identify with the label the charges could result in Canada came to an end today 
ificauon waged. _agams_t them the news media that much of "anarchist" or any other sentences of up to 25 years in with the arrest of five per-
b h th th th sons." Y t e au ?r~ties, w1 . e their case will involve the ideological straitjacket - that prison. m~re th~ ~illing compliance fruits of extensive surveillance would just derail the media "ft solunds like they have But those were just the Dis-
of JOurnaltstlc hangers-on. · apparently wire taps and bandwagon. dragged out every unsolved tant Early Warning signs. 
The style and manner o~ the room bugs . but they have The ftve charged have all crime to clean up their Later that same day came a 
~est of the five (~ descnbed 'been exceedingly slow in out- been politically active in the books," said one exasperated police press conference. The 
10 thetr collecuve report 'lining the particulars of the· Vancouver area for a number defense lawyer when the list arresting officers, represen-
above) we~e an early clue that charges to the defense, as of years on such issues as en- of charges was read out. ting Vancouver city police, the 
the authonttes hope t<? tr~s- they are required to do. vironmentalism, peace, native As well, police in Vancouver Royal Canadian Mounted Po-
farro the l~~al proceedings 10- Meanwhile, the ftve, who and prisoner's rights, fern- and Toronto have consistently lice (Mounties) and B.C.'s Co-
to a . polittcal_ pageant and have pleaded innocent to all inism, and popular culture. hinted they want to tie the ftve ordinated law Enforcement 
!Doraltty ~l~y armed at alat:m· charges, face an extended stay They are: Julie Belmas, 20; into the dynamite bombing of Unit (CLEU), proudly unvailed 
10g the cttlzenry and J?U~g in the remand units of the Gerry Hannah, 26; Ann Han- a Litton· Systems Ltd. plant in an arsenal of weapons ranging 
~e damper on the dist10ct- dungeon-like Oakalla Prison sen, 29; Doug Stewart, 25; and Tor(>nto where parts for the from automatic rifles to an 
tve~y,-autonomous West Coast (Lowser Mainland Regional Brent Taylor, 26. Cruise missile are made. But emptied-out E.T. lunch pail, 
poltt~cal mov~ments that h~ve Correctional Centre) in sub- Each is charged with 12 to 15 as of press time (Feb. 18), the leaving the distinct impression 
flourtshed s10ce the mtd- urban Burnaby, awaiting the counts, including the dyna- police have been content to that all the stuff had been 
1970's. . . outcome of the interminable mite bombing of a B.C.Hydro · merely implicate the defend- seized in the pickup at the 
By the1r. actl~ns since the bail process. ~lectric substation on Van- ants via the media without time of the arrests, or, at the 
arrests, 10clud10g intensive While the ftve sit in Oakalla, 'couver Island; the f1re bomb- bothering to put anything in very least, from the homes of 
- · the accused. In fact, as of this 
• .J 
Julie Behnas Geny Hannah Ann Hansen 
The next is set for March 1st at 222 Main Street at 2:00p.m. 
Doug Stewart Brent Taylor 
writing, no evidence has been 
presented as to where the 
stuff came from, or what. its 
connection to the accused is.'-
When the defense lawyers 
complained that the "ev-
idence" was being presented 
to the press and the public 
before the trial-and even be-
fore the defense had a chance 
to see it-one official spokes-
person just shru_gged and 
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tras · · ·tras ···trash 
Bill Hardwicke, English 130. tl influence non-existent or 
The mess of trash and gar- ust plain sloppiness. 
bage in the planters, roads, We certainly can do some-
sidewalks and other areas, is thing about this "blight" at 
at a point where somethningour place of learning. I sug-
must be done. "Cleanliness is gest the following: 
next to Godliness' ' , but a (a) Organize student parties 
glance around the grounds in- to clean up on a regular basis 
dicates that few people believe (once a month or so). 
in, or care about, the biblical (b) Education- an anti-litter 
adage. program to educate those that 
Why have we become so need it (that's you and me). 
sloppy? Can we do something (c) Enforcement - show 
about this mess? your displeasure at someone 
The expenditure of $43 mill- crushing a cigarette butt on 
ion more or less, of the taxpay- the floor, flinging empty cof-
ers' money has produced a fee cups, cigarette packages, 
magnificient, educational str- milk canons, etc., etc. by em-
ucture, second-to-none in harassing them in front of fr-
Canada. Do we appreciate the iends or spectators. 
benefits that are obvious; Get with it fellow students! 
would we rather go back to the Prove to those ''nameless'' 
trailers on 8th Avenue? Ob- people in Victoria that we real-
viously not! ly care about the environment 
Why then do we do these and the cleanliness of our 
things? A variety of reasons school by GETTING OFF 
can be found such as: "don't YOUR DUFF! NOW! ORG-
give a damn" attitude; parent- ANIZE Get with it! 
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Fauculty speaks·out 
by jim Davies 
Faculty member, 
Douglas College 
A recent ankle in the Van-
couver Sun by Keith Spicer, a 
_Vancouver based columnist, 
argues that the peace lobby's 
contention the new technology 
will be extremely difficult to 
reverse and that the peace lob-
by fails to differentiate tech-
nical and political control, 
both of which can be exercised 
·on the new technology. More-
over ,· Spicer argues, the 
peace lobby in Canada is flaw-
ed by a political bias against 
the United States. Let the lob-
by, Spicer urges, attack Rus-
~ian policy as well as Amer-
ican. 
Spicer's argument draws att-
ention to a possible weakness 
in the peace lobby but actually 
circumvents the · essential is-
sue by relying on the old Am-
erican-R~ssian dichotomy rat-
her than on the more vital 
issue of peace itself. M:any_ 
people are similarly divened 
from this central issue. 
Concern has developed 
the Reagan inauguration 
American foreign-policy is 
dangerously polarized. If that 
is the case and it actually turns -
out that the Americans are 
more hawkish than the Russ-
ians, then the peace lobby 
would not be flawed by a polit-· 
ical bias. Many people dispute 
Reagan's central claim that 
the Soviet Union has a dear 
nuclear advantage and yet 
American foreign policy is dic-
tated by such a claim, which 
American anticommunist sen-
timent is quick to believe. The 
peace movement is concerned. 
about the bad guys but it's 
concerned about the good 
guys too. Moreover, let's not 
allow the good guys-bad guys 
differentation to blind us to 
the concern for peace over-
caching beyond nationalistic 
loyalties. 
Disarmament Talks BEFORE Deployment 
~y Dave Christian 
On February 10, 1983 the 
framework agreement for the 
testing of American defense 
systems in Canadian territory 
was signed. The overriding 
question now is: what will the 
'results of this agreement be? 
The agreement will be "in 
force for 5 years, and renew-
able for another five, unless it 
is terminated. The terms of 
termination are one years 
notice (in writing) of immed-
iate termination in the event of 
"special circumstances." The 
~greement has provisions for 
the testing of a number of 
erican Defence systems, 
most topical of which is the 
ruise Missile. According to 
ithe Department of External 
Mairs, "Under the Frame-
work Agreement, specific test 
and evaluation proposals may 
be put forward by the U.S. 
Department of Defence for 
consideration by the Canadian 
Minister of National Defence 
equipment, helicopters, sur- 1979 at a meeting of NATO 
veillence and identification Defence an~ Foreign 
systems, advanced non- Ministers . They decided to 
nuclear munitions, aircraft, _ 1) deploy 108 Pershing Two 
navigation systems, and the Missile Launches - and 464 
guidence systems for unarmed Ground Launched Cruise 
Cruise Missiles. New West- Missiles to replace shoner 
minster I Coquitlam NDP MP range rxiissles and 2). to pro 
Pauline Jewett, appearing on pose negotiations between the 
the "Webster" show last Soviet Union and the United 
Monday, called the Frame- States on limiting intermed-
work Agreement a "smoke- iate range land based missile 
screen for the Cruise", and systems on both sides. 
expressed concern for Canad- The spirit of this agreement 
ian involvement in developing is being violated by testing ~he 
nuclear weapons, saying Cruise Missile. The Crutse 
''Trudeau himself suggested Missile guidance system to be 
independant initiatives (in tested in Nonhero Alberta will 
limiting the Arms Race) in his not be used exclusively on 
suffocation speech at the ground-launched Cruise 
UN.' • Missiles as per the NATO two-
Ms. Jewett feels that Canada track decision. It will also be 
or his Representative. This 
means that after no debate in 
Parliament on the content or 
provisions of the Framework 
agreement, the two re~;pectrve J~ 
saying that they support the 
two-track decision. 
. This AJDerican buildup of 
cruise technology has other 
implications. It is a constant 
feature of the Arms Race that 
the Americans develop first, 
the Russians have soon after. 
This American buildup of 
Cruise technology has other 
implications. It is a constant 
feature of the Arms Race that 
what the Americans develop 
first, the Russians have soon 
after. This will apply to the 
Cruise Missile. Therefore, 
with a more sophisticated 
weapon (the Cruise Missile) 
staring at them across Europe, 
Russia will seek to forestall 
negotiations on intermediate 
,range nuclear weapons until 
departments of Defence 
organize a specific testing pro-
gram on ''any'' weapons sys-
tem without consulting Parl-
iament. The almost paranoid 
secrecy the the Liberal govern 
ment has applied to the negot-
iation of the Framework 
Agreement is being trans-
ferred to the specific testing 
agreement negotiations. 
~------ - c-----:> s 
According to an External 
Affairs Department Commun-
ique, systems to be tested 
under the Framework Agree-
ment 'could include artillery 
is contributing to the arms 
race by agreeing to flight-test 
the Cruise Missile guidance 
system. 
The NATO two-track decision 
- one of the tools the Liberal 
government is using to justify 
its decision to flight-test the 
missile - is a decision made in 
used on Air and Submarine 
launched missiles; missiles 
that are not included in the 
NATO agreement; missiles 
that don't have to be deployed 
on foreign soil; missiles that 
will build the American milit-
ary arsenal while still paying 
lip-service to disarmament 
they have comparable Cruise 
Missiles and stealth tech-
nology. This will sabotage 
Part Two of the two-track dec-
ision, that of limiting inter-
mediate range nuclear forces . 
The fundamental question in 
The Cruise Missile testing 
debate is how it will effect 
arms-control negotiations bet-
ween the United States and 
the Soviet Union. While it is 
obvious that the testing itself 
may not have that disasterous 
an impact, the deployment of 
the missiles subsequent to the 
testing would. A ray of hope 
exists in the abyss, one that 
could satisfy both NATO, the 
United States and the anti-
Cruise Missile testing lobby. 
NATO and the United States 
could begin negotiations on 
Cruise Missile disarmament 
right away. Now is the time to 
begin these delicate talks, not 
after deployment· of the 
missiles, when dtsarmament 
will be much harder. If history 
has taught us anything it is 
that it is much more difficult to 
do away with something that 
we already possess than some-
thing that is in the future. As a 
sign of goodwill, and as a bar-
gaining chip, the US and 
Canada could place a two year 
moratorium on Cruise Missile 
testing. This moratorium 
would be conditional on suc-
cess at the bargaining table, 
and if it is suspected that the 
Soviet Union is using the neg-
otiations as a device to buy 
time and develop their own 
Cruise technology, the testing 
program could. be resumed. 
This type of policy would have 
several advantages: it would 
keep Canada nuclear-free; it 
would contribute to meaning-
ful arms negotiations, ones 
that seek to prevent, rather 
than dismantle; and it could 
perhaps contribute to the low-
ering of the nuclear threshold, 
steering both East and West 
back to a more stable and sane 
weapons policy. We really _ 
1on't have much time left. 
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The Nestle Solution 
When Sara went to the hospital to have a baby, a nice 
woman in a nurse's uniform gave her a free tin of 
Lactogen, a powdered baby formula. The woman 
said that Lactogen would be good for her baby if her 
own breastmilk "wasn't enough". Sara was worried: 
she wanted the best food for her baby. She started· 
feeding her baby Lactogen as soon as she got home. 
Sara's own milk dried up before she had even 
finished the free sample, so when it did run out she 
·had to buy more. It was very expensive. Sara diluted it 
with more water .than the instructrions said, but she 
didn't know that- she couldn't read anyway. Within 
two weeks her baby was sick. Thinking the mixture 
too rich, Sara diluted it further with the dirty, rusty 
water from the pump in her neighborhood. It took a lot 
of time to mix the formula. It was more convenient to 
mix a whole of tin of Lactogen and keep it in a pail on 
the floor. Then she could feed the baby whenever she 
wanted. 
Her baby became very sick. He vomited and had 
diarrhea. He soon weighed even less than he had at 
birth. By the time Sara took him to the doctor, it was 
too late. He died of gastroenteritis and malnutrition at 
the age of six weeks. 
Lactogen ts a· product of Nestle, the second-largest 
food company in the world and the leading seller of 
baby milk substitutes. The woman in the nurse's 
uniform was a Nestle's employee. Nestle products and 
practises have been linked to hundreds of thousands 
of infant deaths in the Third World. According to thne 
executive director of UNICEF (the United Nations 
International Children'sFund), a million deaths could 
be prevented every year if mothers were not discour-
aged from breastfeeding their children. 
1 Although not the only company selling baby formula 
in the Third World, Nestle is by far the largest. 
It has been the target of the largest non-union 
boycott in history, started in 1973 when New Inter-
nationsalist magazine first made public the com- _ 
pany's activities. The pubhctty associated with the 
boycott resulted in the World Health Organization's 
passing of the International" Code for the Marketing of 
Breastmilk Substitutes. Despite promises to the cont-
rary, Nestle has not conformed to the WHO regula-
tions in any basic way. The boycott of all Nestle 
products continues around the world. Cow's-milk 
based infant formula was invented in the 1860's by 
Henri Nestle, a Swiss laboratory assistant, and 
Nestle's products have always dominated the indus-
try. When prepared and used properly, Nestle form-
ula can be a good substitute for mother's milk if 
necessary. But w!ten Nestle began ex_p_a_ngipg its 
rmarket toto the Third World, misuse of its formulas 
produced serious problems, namely malnutrition, dis-
a million deaths could 
be prevented each year ... 
ease, and death for millions of infants. 
Proper use of infant formula is complicated and 
requires a knowledge of proper preparation methods 
as well germ-free facilities. Both are largely unavail-
able in the Third World. To properly prepare a 
germ-free solution for her baby, a typical Third World 
mother has to collect firewood or charcoal to make a 
fire, get water from a dirty, rusty, and almost cer-
tainly polluted source, and then boil the feeding 
paraphernalia for ten minutes minimum. Then, after 
finding a clean surface on which to set the boiled 
bottles and nipples, she has to figure out the instruc-
tions on the milk tin label - not easy for illitera_te 
parents. Mter boiling more water to mix the formula 
and letting it cool, it is ready. · 
The chance is small that many Third World mothers 
will go to this much trouble several times a day. Even 
if a mother goes through the whole process once a 
,day, she has no refrigerator, and leftovers are swarm-
,ing with bacteria by the time they are used. Also,-
formula is expensive, often taking up nearly half of 
the income of a family with a six-month old child, and 
many mothers cannot resist the· temptation to 
over-dilute. Some, in fact, don't seem to see the 
connection between the mixture and their baby's 
health. 
' The results are not hard to imagine. Since babies 
receive none of the natural immunizing agents found 
in breast milk, they are more susceptible to gastric 
illnesses and chest and ear infections. Germs on 
bottles, nipples, measuring spoons, and in the water 
are likely to cause diarrhea. Diseases like eczema and 
asthma can also occur. If these alone do not kill the 
baby, it will still almost certainly be malnourished. 
"It's like giving a stick of dynamite a a large match-
stick and a barrel of high-grade petrol to your children 
to play with and saying 'Please be careful how you 
handle it. ' This is the way we look at artificial feed-
ing," says Dr. E.M. Semba, director of medical 
services for Gambia. 
If a-bottle-fed Third World child survives its infancy, 
its pyhsical and mental development will almost 
· be stunted. 
increases - ''fear and anxiety can actually stop 
tion,'' says New _Internationalist magazine. 
. ''With Nestle can choose the nr•..,rl••rt 
In Malaysia Nestle 
, 
"mothercraft' nurses" 
are still at work 
And formula ads associate 
"good life. " 
Other aspects of Nestle's promotional ~.:<u.u~,.~;,ut:.•,.. 
include free samples, the use of company 
acting as health educators, and industry gifts to uc;;u4 • 
workers. 
Free samples have only one purpose - to create 
physical need for the product. By the time a mc>th·~ 
has used up her free sample she is well on her way 
being unable to breastfeed. If she buys more (it 
much less to feed a newborn than an older infant)' 
'is hooked. ~y donating their products to · 
~estle can distribute these samples for next to 
tog. 
Many Nestle employees have worn uniforms that 
indistinguishable from those of the actual emtPH>vee• 
of the clinics and hospitals where the babies 
Since the Nestle workers never say that 
health workers unless asked, it is likely 
words about infant formulas will be taken as 
fact by intimidated and unquestioning mothers. 
Nestle spends a lot of money courting the health 
•~• profession, subsidizing office furnishing, 
What was happening before Nestle came along? 
Women were breast-feeding: of course. Aside from. 
providing vital immunization against disease "breast 
milk ~s the orig~~l. convenience food. No' mixing, 
warmtng, or steriltsmg needed; no dirty pots and 
bottl~s to wa~h up afterwards; always on tap from its 
spectally destgned unbreakable containers. And it is 
genuinely the most nutritious wholesome product ' on 
the market. A copy-writer's dream." (Mike Muller, 
The Baby Killer) 
· Even malnourished women can adequately breast-
feed. ''The remarkable ability of poor women to1 
breastfeed their babies for prolonged periods is the 
most redeeming feature of an otherwise bleak nutri-
tional situation," says Dr. C. Gopolan, Director 
General of the Indian Council of Medical Research. 
Although not a reliable method of contraception, 
breastfeedin~ can in~rease the time between babies. 
The cont~aceptive ettect comes from the release of 
the fertility-inhibiting hormone prolactin directly after 
stimulation of the nipples. 
Despite the lack of a need for baby formula products 
(even industry estimates say that at most only fiver. 
estimates say that at most only five per cent of women 
ate unable to breastfeed), Nestle and its counterparts 
have created a dangerous market in the Third World 
using aggressive sales and advertising tactics. With a 
shocking lack of concern for the consequences, Nestle 
has played on the ignorance of its Third World 
customers. 
Formula advertising aims first of all to undermine 
(however subtly) its "competition," breastfeeding. 
Advertisers say that their products are for use ''when 
breast milk fails" or "if mothers' breast is insuf-
ficient," for instance. By introducing the idea that 
mother's milk could fail, the likelihood of it happening 
gifts, conferences, publications, travel -
good will or a feeling of obligation within 
profession. 
"In developing countries babies who are not nr,.,.,,._ 
f~d die," according to Dr. Samuel J. Fomon, 
President for the 12th International Congress on 
t-ition. "It's hard enough for these babies to "'""""J• 
under the best circumstances; exploitative ma~r.e1'!tt1~• 
and merchandising is tantamount to mass 
icide'' (emphasis added). 
After the first expose of infant formula- na.u::•-
deaths in The Third World in 1973, research by 
,consumer, and development groups piled up 
and more evidence against the babymilk ~.:uJluu•i:lulc::.• 
Nestle and the rest of the industry denied that 
thing unethical was happening. In 1977 a 
formed the Infant Formula Action Coalition 
FACT), and launched the Nestle Boycott. 
Prompted by United States' Senate hearings 
babymilk sales in the Third World, WHO 
UNICEF met, in 1979, with government and tr' 1dustr• 
representatives. The industry agreed to stop 
ing its products to the public, but before the 
year the International Baby Food Action 
documented over 1,000 violations of the agreement. 
The World Health Assembly, governing body 
WHO, met again in May, 1981, and after uc.;:ulJ.-. 
evidence from both sides voted by a 118 to 1 
accept the International Code for the IVI"'ncr·" 
breastmilk substitutes (the United Sates was the 
dissenter). The WH_O code asks governments to: 
1. Stop all public advertising and promotion of 
ficial babymilks. 
2. Stop the distribution of free milk samples. 
3.Prohibit the use of health care systems to 
breastmilk substitutes and to prohibit the use 
company employees acting as health educators. 
4. Restrict industry gifts to health workers. 
5. Require improved labelling to emphasize 
importance of breastfeeding and hazards of 
feeding. 
Nestle's opposition to the boycott and the code has 
course been vigorous. In 1978 a Nestle sp•okc~sp•en>ol 
called the boycott "an indirect attack on the 
world's economic system. A worldwide church 
ization, with the stated purpose of undermining 
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the forefront of this 
19SO a Nestle influenced article in . ' Fortune• 
..,, .. t~. ..... ,, .... " called the boycotters "Marxists marching 




Nestle's Crunch the banner of Christ.'' When the WHO code 
passed, Nestle said it was not bound by the code 
ac~ca,use it was not a law, but then in March of this 
Nestle said it would abide by the code. 
Although some progress has been made, Nestle's 
behaviour is still not satisfactory, and until the comp-
any shapes up in its promotion of breastmilk substi-
tutes in the Third World, the boycott is still on. It • 







· Nestle's Puddings 
McFeeter's Honey Butter 
The apparent purpose of this was to stop public 
and the Nestle boycott. 
But violations continued. In Nairobi, Kenya, Nestle 
still giving out free samples in April. In Brazil., 
estle president said that the Nestle interpret-
of the code would require only "minimal adjust-
..,.,,.nrc:" to their practices . In Malaysia Nestle 
'motherci:aft nurses" are still at work. 
The WHO code does not have the force of law. While 
in countries like Algeria, Guinea-Bissau, 
, Sri-Lank~a_pd Sweden have practically el~­
unnecessary bottlefeeding, some countnes 
't seem very concerned about their children. Pak-
has adopted an eight-page infant formula mar-
a c::tlllt£ code, six pages of it written by the industry . 
...,.,,"'A''-v has done nothing, but recently received an 
of research money from Nestle and other baby-
producers. In India, Nestle has helped to prevent 
. from considering the strong code 
it initially favoured. Everywhere Nestle is push-
Androgeny Lives! 
by Margaret Park 
Sex roles are developed 
through beliefs. A large part 
of sexual stereotyping in our 
society is derived from the 
psychological labels we give 
either males or females. Of-
ten, the extremes to which 
these attributions are carried 
have no basis in reality. 
A study conducted at Sanford 
University in 1975 (1500 
under-graduates), showed 
that, emotionally, 50 percent 
followed traditional sex roles . 
15 percent were "mixed", and 
3 5 percent were androgenous 
(equal in both male and fe-
male characteristics). A later 
study by Psychology Today in 
1977 showed a much higher 
percentage of androgeny. 
Often, the response to mag-
azine surveys is very low due 
to lack of interest, but a young 
man from Georgia who return-
ed the questionaire said, "So 
why do I spend and hour and 
13 cents to f.tll out and mail the 
questionaire back? Because I 
feel I must, to say very loudly, 
I'm tired of American male 
stereotypes! i have a beard, 
two biceps, a penis and I'm 
capable of showing warmth, 
shar_ing housework, and shed-
ding a tear. Why are so !DaDY 
men threatened by that comb-
ination of charatteristics?" 
Good Point. 
Research has found that wo-
man are not more emotional 
than men. They have simply 
been to taught to express their 
feelings more readily. Men 
have been taught to express 
~ggressions, also, they are 
more aggressive, possibly due-
to higher levels of male hor-
mones. 
It has been a long-standing 
belief tllat woman are natur-
ally dependant. In this arc-a, 
there is no difference in young 
children, but with age wom~n 
tend to conform more to group 
pressure. This may well be a 
learned response. 
Women are more affection-
ate and nurturing than men. 
They express concern for 
people to a greater degree and 
put families before caree.r:s. 
Conformity to traditional sex 
roles seems to be a major con-
tributor to this behaviour, 
rather than consistent male-
female personality differ-
ences. 
Emotionally, men and wo-
men are not terribly different. 
The question remains' though, 
why do .- we draw a line be-
tween male and female be-
haviour? 
Beverages: Frozen Foods: 
Montclair Bottled Water Stouffer's 
Nestle's Quik Gusto Pizza 
Crosse and Blackwell PackagedSoups, Vegetable 
Libby's 
Cheese: Maggi 
Cherry Hill McNeill and Libby 
Old Fort Souptime 
Swiss Knight Miscellaneous: 
Wispride Beech-Nut Baby Foods 
The effectiveness of boycotts and of this one in 
particular is undeniable. In the words of a Canadian 
Nestle marketing manager, "Every time a consumer 
comes into a store and makes a conscious decision not 
to buy one of our products, it hurts us." 
This article was written hy E..Robinson and re-




Victoria (CUP) On the eve of in tact be ot danger to the Meanwhile, the UVic ad-
accusations that a University women involved.'' ministration fmally took action 
of Victoria professor has been Student Wendy Warren told on a year_-old proposal to ex-
sexually harassing students, a the martlet studen.t new~pap~r amine sexual grievance proc-
UVic administration has fm- she went for an mtervtew m edures . A committee com-
ally set up a committee to e~- Mishan's office. "Dr. Mishan posed of students , 
amine sexual grievance proc- said he liked to handle his faculty and administrators will 
edures. models to a degree and it make recommendations for 
In early December, anony- would be better if I enjoyed dealing with sexual harass-
mous leaflets distributed it," Warren said. ment complaints on campus.• 
around campus warned wo- "One of the last things he 
men students that economics said to me before I left was 
professor Ezra Mishan alleg- 'well you brazen little hussy, 
edly used his UVic office "to I'll see you in a few days."' 
interview women for the pur- Warren said she decided not 
pose of using them as models to model for Mishan. 
in his home." Neither Mishan nor UVic ad-
The leaflet said the model- ministrators will comment on 
ling "may consist of obscene the charges. Mishan was out 
and degrad~g ~oses and may of town when the leaflets were 
------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------
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The key to 
your future is a 




of British Columbia 
Financial management is an 
exciting and challenging field 
which is attuned to the needs of 
the 1980's ... and beyond. Finan-
cial decision-making is becom-
ing increasingly complex and 
the demand for professional 
accounting skills has never been 
greater. 
When you combine your 
diploma or degree with a CGA 
designation, you offer a very 
powerful package of training 
plus experience, whether your 
future lies in industry, com-
merce, government or public 
practice. 
CGA students earn a living 
while studying to obtain their 
C.G.A. designation under a 
program which is offered Canada-
wide. At the end of the pro-
gram, when you have earned 
the right to call yourself a CGA, 
you'll know you have achieved a 
professional standing which is 
THE OTHER PRESS 
second to none. 
Learn more about the CGA 
program and how you can com-
bine it with your existing 
qualifications. Contact the 
Director of Student Services, 
The Certified General 
Accountants Association of B.C., 
1555 West 8th Avenue, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 1T5. 
Telephone: (604) 732-1211. 
~ . 
HEATHER; We found your bookmark. 
You can identify it at the Other 
Press office.(Santa's mad at you.) 
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Offering an edible "alternative for 
Doug/4s College, we at the 
77-restaurant invite you for a 
short walk down Agnes Street 
for, what some say, are the best 
burgers this side of 6th street. 
Breakfast is only $1.99 and with 
every order you will recieve a free 
coffee, pop or tea. We are open from 
Oth St t A BAM till BPM Monday -77•J G pes, thruSaturdayand 
New W estmlnster we're located across 
· fromthe 
liquor store. 
Please drop by. 
SANWICH TREE ·Queens Court 
615 Agnes Street, New Westminster, BC 
Phone: 526-0621 
NEW WEST 




March 1st . 
Phone· 
ahead for reservations. 
NOTE: We observe a dress code. 
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Edsels Chug Along 
by Ian Hunter 
"We're sort of trying to cash 
in on the tail end of the Rock-
abilly craze, " said Chris 
Schoenefuhs, lead Guitarist 
for the Edsels between sets 
Saturday night at the Railway 
Club in Vancouver. 
The Edsels · is a five piece 
Rockabillv band which along 
with the local Harpld Nix 
Buddy Selfish and his Roc~­
abilly Saviors and Rocky Cratg 
and his Rockabilly Kings, 
form the Jlub ·of the growing 
rockabilly craze striking the 
Lower Mainland and North 
America. 
The Edsels began as a punk 
bank five years ago who, with 
DOA and The Pointed Sticks, 
assaulted the city with a 
Ramones type beat and a re-
bels stance. In 1981 they 
changed to more of a Rock-
a~illy stance as _did mem~ers 
of the Sticks and much of the 
local punk community. 
"We've been around longer 
than The Stray Cats.'' said 
Schoenefuhs of the suddenly 
·popular trio. "I don't want to 
knock the Stray Cats, I think 
they're great, but their sound 
is too studio enhanced. 
. The Edsels sound is less dir-
ect and more full than the 
Stray Cat's single guitar, 
snare drum and stand up 
base. 
Schoenefuhs on lead, Shaun 
Murphy on Bass, Gene 
Murphy on lead Guitar, 
Darren Murphy on Lead 
Vocals and AI Davie on Drums 
and Screams, put out later 
Rockabilly sound influenced 
by contemporary Rockabilly 
artists from England and the 
eastern U.S. 
While claiming to have 65 
percent original material the 
listener is hard pressed to tell 
the difference bewtween the 
old Rockabilly standards and 
the new Edsels tunes ... this 
can be good or bad depending 
on whether you like to hear the 
same sounding stuff over and 
over again. That ·is one of the 
main problems with the Ed-
sels, they don't seem to add 
much to their music. Maybe it 
was a bad night, or maybe the 
crowd at the Railway Club 
wasn't giving them much en-
couragement but their sets 
were plauged by a lack of 
vitality and spark. 
Being a young part time band 
(Schoenefuhs for example is a 
student of Douglas and has 
just turned 19) the Edsels 
have a ways to go before they 
can reach the success they 
almost deserve. 
--------~~----~ ChoOse SophieS ChoiCe 
by Caroline Rardon 
Another movie has been 
made about the horrors of the 
] ewish extermination during 
the second world war, though 
outwardly, the movie doesn't 
present itself as that. 
The movie is called 
"Sophie's Choice", and stars 
Meryl Streep as Sophie. 
Sophie is a Polish immigrant 
who comes to AmeriCa. in 1947, 
after being released from 
Auc'hwitz (a death camp in Po-
land). She is taken in by a kind 
bio-chemist who feeds her, 
helps her regain her strength, 
and of course falls in love with 
her. 
In a quick and undetailed 
overview of the story, it 
sounds simple and a typical 
love story, but Sophie's 
Choice is not at all simple. The 
first hour of the movie is 
somewhat confusing and hard 
to follow, but well worth wat-
ching and making an extra eff-
ort to understand, because the 
last part of the movie hinges 
entirely on the viewers under-
standing of the £irst part, may-
be more so than in most 
movies made. 
The story of Sophie and her 
lover Nathan is seen and told 
through the eyes of a young 
southern boy nicknamed 
'Stingo', (Sophie pronounced 
it Stinko), who moved to 
Brooklyn, New York to pursue 
a career in writing. He be-
comes good friends with 
Sophie and Nathan and every-
thing appears to be just great; 
the viewer however, can sense 
that something is not right. 
The viewer soon learns that 
Nathan is a paranoid schizo-
phrenic, which explains his 
violent outbursts, and that 
Sophie's father initiated the 
idea of death camps and the 
exterminiation of the ] ewish 
race.Through Sophie's flash 
backs of her early life in Po-
land, and the explicit scenes in 
A\1-chwitz, the viewer sud-
denly understands the 
"choice" that Sophie has to 
Edsels try to liven up the crowd 
make, hence the title of the 
filin. 
Another aspect of the ftlm 
that make it even better, was 
the excellent cinematography 
by Nestor Alemedros, who 
won an Academy Award in 
1979 for the ''Days of Hea-
ven". Bizzare shots of the 
Brooklyn Bridge and beautiful 
closeup shots of Streep show 
his Oscar winning style and 
expertise. 
The other effects aspect that 
made the filin special was the 
grey tone the filin undertook 
when Sophie was sad or when 
she talked of her days in Po-
land. In direct contrast, when 
life was going well and every-
one was happy, the filin _was 
brilliantly colourful with all 
the filin was brilliantly colour-
ful with all back drops and 
scenery cheerful. 
To explain the filin does not 
do it justice, and makes it 
sound like a soap opera,(which 
it is not). Sophie's Choice 
must be seen to be understood 
and appreciated. 
photo by Ian Hunter 
DaiTen Murphy of the Edsels 
photo by Ian Hunter 
NEWS 
ITEM: 
· Bill V anderZa1m will be attending Douglas 
College's opening ceremonies. There will be 
a dance following this 
historic event. 
~~ ~) 
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CONI. FROM ,4~e._4 said • 'Well, we have to give like a plague on Vancouver's even bothered to ask what All of which left the defence 
the press boys something to autonomous political scene, ''anarchy'' is supposed to be lawyers shaking their heads in 
keep them happy." haunting bookstores and cof- or how it works. No wonder disbelief. Said lawyer Stan 
Next it was Canada's gar- fee bars, harrassing friends of they were never able to find Guenther:"I'm appalled by 
bage pail school of journalism- the defendants. Each claimed a single live ·"anarchist" to the coverage this issue has 
named · after one particularly to be more sympathetic than display to the readers and received. I'm really concerned 
''terrorist'' and carried three enterprising CBC-JV reporter the next, and only wanted to viewers. about the right of these people 
sticks of dynamite into the who literally crawled through do a fair and objective job on When friends of the defen- to a fair trial. The police are· 
shipyard where the icebreaker garbage in search of lurid de- the "background'' to the case, dants complained about police attempting to try this in the 
was being built in order to tails to titillate the vie'Yers. He meaning exclusive gossip railroad and the trial by press, but through inference 
"test security." "I leave it to ripped off copies personel po- about the personal lives of the media, they were told by rep- and implication the press is 
you, the veiwer," he intoned. etry allegedly written by one five. Numerous reporters were orters that complaints ·aren't portraying these people as 
.. Are the safeguards stringent of the defendants and read assigned to penetrate the "news", and then were pest- terrorists who are guilty of the 
enough?" them on the air, and later he mythical "anarchist" move- ered for details on the make- charges. I'm concerned that 
~0;!2th~e:!.r~r~e:J;p~o~rt!!e;!r~s_:d:!:e~s!!:c!:e!!n!:!d~ed~,.:.a:::c:;.:;tu=all~y~d~is'~~g...,u..,is.,.e..,.d:..:h~im=s;.;e;,;:lf:..:as::::;.:a=-. ment, but not a single one up of the defense group. we will have difficulty finding 
__ ..;._ _____ ...::;.. ___ .....;. _____ -.:~~----..,an impartial jury.'' 
Through it all, the defend-
ants have . managed to keep 
it together, presenting a un-
ited front of solidarity, and 
refusing to respond in kind 
to the outrageous provocations 
of the police and the media .. 
Instead, they have urged their 
friends and supporters to keep 
up their spirits and to carry on 
the work of building a mass 
public movement for social 
progress.Especially in Van-
couver, the ordeal has helped 
unify the movement behind 
the defendants. 
At their first court. appear-
ance (typically reported as a 
circus by the media) the five 
attempted to rally the spirits 
of more than 1 SO friends who 
jammed up . the courtroom to 
overflowing. "Lively Up Your-
selves," they told their friends 
,quoting from a Bob Marley 
song, and "Be Strong and 
Resist." Within a few days, 
both phrases began appearing 
on buttons and spray-painted 
on walls all over town. 
But the phrase that the five 
have asked the community to 
most keep in mind is "Protect 
the Earth", a sentiment en-
compassing most of the issues 
the five have been involved 
with in their public lives. 
In their first message to the 
community, the five (in the 
words of one of them) said: 
• 'I really hope that what-
ever comes together around 
this case will be really pos-
itive, constructive and a good 
learning and working together 
experience for all involved. As 
far as I'm concerned, this case 
isn't about anarchy, or civil 
rights, or methods of struggle. 
It's just part of the struggle, 
and the important thing is to 
maintain the primacy of the 
struggle to protect the earth 
and strive for liberation." 
Support work is now under-
way to prepare a legal def-
ence, raise money and educate 
the public around the idea of 
Protect the Earth. Groups and 
individuals are encouraged to 
work autonomously, as lo,ng as 
they subscribe to the above 
principles, and to work in a 
non-hierarchical, non-exploit-
ative manner. 
For more information on 
how to help, or to send dona-
tions, contact Free The Five 
Defense Group, Box 48296, 
Bentall Station, Vancouver, 
B.C. V7X lAl CANADA. 
........,FE-BR_u._:...R;.;.;Y.-23•, 1-98-.3 __ ....., _______ ,.:.:TH=E~o~TH~ER~P~'RE~s~s.!( OTHER SPORTS )\ PAGBlJ 
Time Running Out 
by Martin time and then again it might 
Hemerik not. 
The gym was finally put to If the college knew the gym 
use last week and from all was going to be ready by Feb-
accounts it's a pretty good ruary 15, why couldn't they 
gym except watch out for have seen to it that something 
some of that concrete. But as vital as a clock would have 
hang on a minute, there may been ins~alled by ~ow. The 
be trouble in paradise. The problem IS twofold;f1rst of all, 
men's and women's basket- due to some good foresight by 
ball teams may not be able to Terry Leonard, the hombre in 
use the gyn1 Jor league play. charge of buying the time-
Why you may ask?the piece which does basketball 
bleachers are in, the baskets and wrestling scores, the sys-
are up, the lines are down and tem we're getting will be 
the teams are ready. Just one equipped for two clocks even 
slight hitch there is no clock though the college can only 
and as a re;ult no member of afford one right now. At 
the Totem Conference has to $4,400 a crack we were lucky 
play any games here. How- to get on~! The. logic behind 




Hemenk I've said it before and I'll-say 
it again, don't let their record 
fool you. They are a gutsy 
team that play gutsy basket-
ball. 
With the men's team it's 
basically the same story. Their 
two games against Selkirk fol-
low the women's games and 
similarly they're playing for 
the final playoff spot. The 
team should have been in 
third place by now but they've 
been plagued by inconsistency 
in the latter part of the season. 
Hopefully they'll finally get 
their act together. I haven't 
seen them win a pressure 
game yet and I hope that I'll 
see them change that and win 
two this weekend. 
Incidentally, if you're too in-
toxicated (hammered) on 
Friday night to know who our 
years we will be getting rabbit out of a hat at the last 
another clock and it will be minute, is trying to find a 
simply a matter of plugging it timepiece we can rent before 
in. Otherwise the gym would the exhibition game against 
have to be comepletely Red Deer on ~ebruary 23 and 
rewired at a considerable ex- the two crucial matches 
pense which translated ineans against Selkirk on February 25 
no other clock. Because of and. 26. So all we can do is 
these modifications the clock keep our fingers crossed and 
took longer to be made than is hope for the best. Should we 
usually the case. The other manage to acquire a clock 
problem is Viking Alexander check the posters around the 
Metals, a Toronto based .foyer for game times and 
·company, who for some check out our playoff calibre 
strange reason is taking their basketball teams. It's going to 
time in sending us the clock. be your last chance to see 
Hopefully it will arrive in them this season. 
time. If not our only hope rests · 
with Betty Lou Hayes, 
Douglas' Athletic Director 




On the sports page we are 
presenting a new feature! It's 
a chance to give you, the rea-
der, an opportunity to see if 
you can outsmartin Martin! 
1. Everybody knows that Paul 
Henderson scored the winning 
goal in the eighth game of 
that memorable series against 
the Russians in 1972. Who 
scored the tying goal? · 
2. What are the dimensions of 
an NHL hockey net? 
3. What is the name of the sta-
dium where the New ] ersey 
Devils make their home? 
4. Who has won the most 
number of proffessional tennis 
titles and how many? 
5. Who was the last team to 
win the Grey Cup before the 
Edmonton Eskimos? 
6. In the strike shortened 
baseball season two years-ago, 
what team had the best overall 
record in baseball? 
Hint:they didn't even m_ake 
the playoffs . 
7. In what year did basketball 
become an official Olympic 
event? 
8. What is Nancy Greene's 
married name? 
9. Where is Ken Read's home-
town? 
10. Will Wayne Gretzky win 
the NBA scoring title? 
The Douglas' women's bas-
ketball team dropped their 
game this past weekend to 
UVic's junior varsity team, 
their senior team is ranked 
number one in the country, 67 
to:41. The team wasn't expec-
ting to win but that's not a bad 
score considering how good 
their team is, they have a 6'3 
center, and we only had one 
sub!The women's team have 
just been turning it on this last 
half of the season, unlike the 
men's team, improving with 
every game. On Friday, Feb-
ruary 25 at 5:30 they play 
Selkirk college in the first of 
two games here with the se-
cond game coming the next 
day at 10 AM.The Saturday 
game is·probably too early for 
most of you people but Friday 
is pub night so you'll be in the 
building anyway. Drop by the 
gym and watch them battle it 
out for the last playoff spot. 
~~~G~A~t'sp!~eJea: w~~ Fit Folks: Peter & Shanda 
front of their uniform. So come by Martin Hemerik ' 
on down on Friday night and In a feature that we'll be run- classes are far more intensive 
-~~~~~ .~i~~ -~~l.i~~~- ~~.sketball. ing for the next few issues or than previously mentioned. : f bcM~ · · · ······;so I'll be spotlighting some They're only for people who 
: So f hedule : peop~e who contri?ute to the already are in good physical 
. . phystcal well bemg of the · shape. You don't have to be a 
: All games will be played at~ Do~glas College student. body. Bruce ] enner to qualify but 
. MOODY PARK in New West-: Right now we are gomg to it's not for, say a Shelley Win-
: minster on #1 diamond (closed: take a look at two people who ters either. The class does do 
: in diamond with bleachers .)": teach fitness classes, Peter stretching, strengthening, 
: : Swistak and the newest mem- body toning with a sprinkling 
: Friday Feb. 25-3:00p.m. : ber of the fitness staff, Shanda of some calisthenics thrown in 
: : Steeves. for good measure. If you're 
·.: Accounting vs Criminology : Peter was an original Thun- into weightlifting then tliese 
Answers to sports quiz: . : der Bayian and moved to Van- classes are an excellent way to 
. ·ire~ . : Sunday Feb.27-11:00a.m. : couver five years ago (can you compliment your program. 
"elfV f"e:) 6 : l ·OOp m : blame the guy). His fitness Peter's becoming a full time 
;,u!"elJ ;,u~~J~ ..<:m-eN · 8 : 3 :00p · m · : classes are now being held at a student here in the fall and 0!JJ~a '9£61 "L • C · · · M· ·new time 4·45 to 5·45 ·on plans to go into the field of sp~lJ Ill"eUTJUT:) .9 : E.D.P. vs onstructton gt. : M d ' d.W dn d I s~u~noyy.y-e~Jiuo~Ar - ~ : Psychology vs University Tr. : hon ays an he es ays . n nutrition. He has got an 
, . n • A B E M · · t e posters t at went up orange belt in karate but take 
OZI 'pl\on l;)J;,Ag spq:) "J>: F ·.d· -~s 4stc3. :around the school he was er- it from me, he's better than mn;,s•ro:> spu-er.M.op-e;,w . £ . n ay ar. - .pm . I li d cc . h" b 1 . d" If h 
· q~!lJ: E.D.P . vs Psychology : ron~ous y ste as ?~er~g 1s e t m tcates. you ave 
l;,~J J> po-e sso.JJ-e l;,;, : : Sunday Mar. 6-ll:OOam : mamly a slow ~ondltlonm_g any questions about fitness or 
r ~ 9 . Z : accounting vs Marketing "B". slow stretch aerobtc class .Th1s nutrition Peter's readily avail-
-· Hq.QIJJOO:). 013A.A- I ; .............. . ............... . ·: is a definite mistake as Peter's able before and after his fit-
ness classes. 
Shanda Steeves is Douglas' 
newest fitness instructor 
although by no means is she 
new to fitness. Shanda teaches 
fitness classes at the Columb-
ian Fitness Center and at Body 
Language in Vancouver. She's 
been teaching fitness for a 
year and a half and in the 
world of aerobics this makes 
her a seasoned veteran. 
This is her second year at 
Douglas as a phys ed student. 
Last year she played on the 
women's basketball team. 
Shanda is 19 and hails from 
the good old province of 
B.C. Her fitness class will be 
held on Thursday afternoons 
from 1 till 2 and will be along 
the same lines as Christine's 
sessions featuring warm up, 




MARCH 16 CorvlMOCORF 
LENE LOVICH 
APRit 16 COMMODORE 
SAGE 
OSCAR PETERSON 
FEB. 28 MARCH 2 
INTERNATIONAL RAZA HOTEL VTC CBO 
THE BLASTERS 
MARCH 10 COMMODORE 
. 
QUEEN IDA& THE BON 
TEMPS ZYDECO BAND 
MARCH18&19 COMMODORE 
HEADPINS NOON HOUR CONCERTS 
FEB. 25-26 COMMODORE FEB 24 FRASER MCPHERSON JAZZ QUARTET 
MARCH 10 VANCOUVER OCTET 
JOHN LEE HOOKER concerts begin at 12:30 ROOM 3221 
MARCH 26 COMMODORE . -
RANK&FILE SCISSORS ~~~~~~5N1~63~Sg6oSR~LFISH ROCKY CRAIG ~~~Dj !0~fKLLROOM BB KING -
TICKETS ZULU RAVE MARCH 31 APRIL 1 COMMODORE CHUCK MANGIONE 
PO S Ms april19 QUEEN E THEA ODYSSEY IM ~T A DOUGLASNCC JAZZ BANDS ·VTC&CBO 
DC JAZZ -BAND AND FEB. 24 HOY jAzZ CLUB 36 E BROADWAY 
COMBOS s2.00 8:30 12:00 
MARCH 20 SOFT ROCK CAFE _ 
NUCLEAR AW~NffiS GROUP" ~8X~(NGER HUNl COLLEGE FEB. 24 F _ 25 __ 
LOW:R LUNCHROOM 1230 p.m. 6~0 to mmight _--:-_ - ---=- ~-----
BCX)ZE CRUISE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING THE OTHER PRESS ANNU,Al ~~~ 2~;00 STUDENT SOCIETYFEB.24 noon-2:00 GENERAL MEETING 
ON SALE NOW PRE-SOLD ONLY ATIENDENCE REQUESTID MARCH31-LOCATION TO BE V ARIFIED 
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK 
FES 25&26 SFU IMAGES THEA 1RE 
PHONE 2914869 
2001: A SPACE ODY$EY 
'MARCH 46 9:20 
VANCOUVER EAST dNEMA 
JAPANESE FILM SERIES 
MARCH48:00 




MARCH 7 8 7:30 
VANCOWER EAST CiNEMA 
JAMES JOYCE ULYSSES 
MARCH 11-13 9:25 
VANCOUVER EAST CINEMA 
ATOMIC CAFE: 
FILM DOC--Of -EARCY COLO_ 
WAR HQL YWOOD THEATRE 
3~23 - W- BROADWAY-
~L5b.tH_~7~ST PAINFUL 
1111 COMMERCIAL FEB. 27 
PHILIP AGEE 
IN PERSON WITH FRANCOVICH 
CIA DOC EXPOSE 
MARCH 9-10 7:30 
RIDGE THEATRE 
~- CELJIC ST~DIES The Other Press will be 
. & ART __ . running an events section i l....ooll"'!~. · AIDAN MEENHAN each issue. Students and 
~ MASTER OF CEL IIC ~acuity ~re invited to.submi 
ART 10 WEE. K rnformat1on . on any Colleg COURSE' or Commumty Event. Cont 
-·- ... .. __ act Sean Valentini at the 
PHONE 253-9512 Other' Press Office 
